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5 Easy-To-Miss SEO Mistakes Blogs Make Is your content great, but not ranking? Columnist Kristopher Jones shares some of the more common SEO errors bloggers and content marketers make.



The digital marketing landscape has evolved significantly over the last two decades. And between Google’s ever-changing algorithm and the deluge of misinformation floating through the digital marketing sphere, it’s easy to lose sight of basic practices we should be employing in our own SEO and content marketing strategies. With every new algorithm update and technological shift in search, we become obsessed with how the field of SEO will enter a wholly new paradigm, and we shift our focus to reflect this. Yet as much as the medium may change, the core principles remain the same — and it’s time to get back to the basics. We all understand the secrets and best practices of SEO, so why do we often fail to leverage these tactics? Let’s explore five common blogging mistakes you may be making right now. Unoptimized keyword structure Despite the rise of semantic search and machine learning technology, keyword research should still take precedence when modeling an internal content marketing campaign. All on-site content should be thematically linked by topics and keywords to your overall business objectives.
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If our content is simply covering topics and not keywords, how do we know what users really demand? Without keyword research, how can you truly know who your audience is and who you are writing for? Keywords serve as the bridge between user intent and informational/transactional content. Keyword-optimized content helps to position individual web pages to rank higher organically and drive impressions for targeted searches. This effectively makes blog content a lead generator. For on-site blogs, the focus should remain on informational long-tail keyword phrases. Common examples include question phrases beginning with how, what, when, where and why. Other keyword ideas could include actionable phrases that are often searched for, such as the top “tips” and “hacks” to improve upon some process. Bloggers often fail to optimize their headers, meta tags and content with targeted keyword phrases. Consider the fact that specific keyword phrases will often be bolded within the meta description of a SERP listing, potentially increasing your click-through rate. Inadequate keyword research runs deeper than failing to optimize your header structure (e.g., title, meta description). Many bloggers fail to leverage semantic SEO, or similar keyword phrases with the same meaning. Semantic SEO allows bloggers to create more thorough and readable content that can drive impressions for multiple keyword phrases, answer more user questions and qualify your content to be a featured snippet — think of the rise of voice search. On the other hand, over-optimized content could cross a dangerous line as well. Keyword stuffing, or possessing a high keyword density, will qualify your content as spam. Keyword stuffing also obstructs your content’s readability, which results in poor user signals. Following SEO best practices, it’s still important to optimize all relevant site elements, such as URLs and meta tags, with targeted keywords to categorize and rank individual web pages. And aside from signaling to search engines the main focus of your on-site content, keywords also serve an important function for your site architecture. Contact Details: Perth Marketing Company - Web Design, SEO, Digital Marketing 56A Pearl Parade, Scarborough WA 6019 Phone: 0424 656 188 Website: http://www.perthmarketingcompany.com.au/ Google Site: https://sites.google.com/site/adwordsperth/ Google Folder: https://goo.gl/mf8MKX Related Contents: adwords perth adwords advertising perth
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adwords consultant perth adwords small business affordable seo perth best seo perth business seo perth check my seo check seo optimisation content management web design perth digital advertising perth facebook advertising perth google adwords advertising perth google adwords perth google local business listings seo google my business seo hire seo perth how to find an seo firm in perth Recommended Links: https://goo.gl/mf8MKX https://goo.gl/xyY5yf https://goo.gl/GTMPj1 https://goo.gl/mf8MKX https://goo.gl/FBytir https://goo.gl/5W5PZF https://goo.gl/ngGFrB https://goo.gl/pGL3RF https://goo.gl/HwECfh https://goo.gl/QPRQzX https://goo.gl/RbaMn9 https://goo.gl/tG5S9A https://goo.gl/kMeamE https://goo.gl/WeWxJV https://goo.gl/36HM9R
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